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Dear Neighbors,
We hope that everyone is staying safe and healthy! While summer is looking
different this year, we hope you are still able to get outside and enjoy the warm
weather and our beautiful town.
This month, we have the pleasure of featuring the wonderful Sangita Seshadri
and Sesh Ramaswami! This wonderful Saratoga couple loves helping others in
our community and worldwide. Both members of the Rotary Club of Saratoga,
Sangita and Sesh have worked on international projects including renovating
schools and bringing clean drinking water to communities in need, as well as
mentoring youth in our own community. We know you will enjoy learning more
about Sangita and Sesh!
You’ll also have a chance to read about community events and more in this
month’s issue.
Please feel free to send me any content you’d like to share. At Saratoga
Spotlight, we love sharing what’s going on in our community!
See you in town,
Stephen Guruwaiya, Publisher
sguruwaiya@bestversionmedia.com

Genevieve Laucher, Content Coordinator
glaucher@bestversionmedia.com

September 7...................................... October
October 7....................................... November
November 7.................................... December
Any content, resident submissions, guest columns, advertisements
and advertorials are not necessarily endorsed by or represent
the views of Best Version Media (BVM) or any municipality,
homeowners associations, businesses or organizations that
this publication serves. BVM is not responsible for the reliability,
suitability or timeliness of any content submitted. All content
submitted is done so at the sole discretion of the submitting
party. © 2020 Best Version Media. All rights reserved.
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Sangita and Sesh
Inspiring Care in Our Community and Beyond

By Genevieve Laucher
Sangita Seshadri and Sesh Ramaswami believe that everyone
can make a positive impact. Saratoga residents since the mid90s, Sangita and Sesh have certainly made a big difference in
our community and around the world through their work with
the Rotary Club of Saratoga.
Sesh and Sangita were both born in India and moved to the
U.S. in their twenties. Sesh was born in Bangalore and went
to high school in Bombay (now called Mumbai) where he was
actively involved in scouting, reaching the rank of President
Scout (equivalent of Eagle Scout in the U.S.). His family
played a big role in his life. His grandfather was president of
the Rotary Club of Bangalore in the mid-1950s.
After graduating from Indian Institute of Technology with
a degree in chemical engineering, Sesh moved to the U.S. for
graduate school in upstate New York. Sesh discovered maple
glazed donuts, venison with mint jelly, and cholesterol laden
subs and calzones. Serendipitously, during some evening seminars over pizza, Sesh was introduced to the emerging semiconductor industry. After graduating, he moved to the Bay Area in
the mid-80s and went to work for National Semiconductor in
Sunnyvale.
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Sangita spent her formative years in a small town in western
India where her mother was a gynecologist and her father
was an engineer in the nuclear power industry. Sangita and
her family moved to Bombay when she was a teenager and
that is where she attended college. She was always interested
in a medical career because of her mother and earned her
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in biochemistry. While
in college she often volunteered in orphanages and was
motivated to help the less fortunate.
Sangita and Sesh were family friends and were introduced by
their families. They got married in the mid-80s, and Sangita
moved to the U.S. to join Sesh. Sangita continued her education and earned her PhD at University of California, Santa
Cruz. During this time, a friend introduced her to organizations that were doing community outreach and working with
homeless shelters.
Sangita and Sesh decided to start a family and brought their
son into the world in 1992. They named him Dhruv, which
means North Star. It was a busy but joyful time raising Dhruv
while both Sesh and Sangita continued their education, Sesh
earning his MBA while also working, and Sangita earning her
PhD. Sangita often took Dhruv to school with her.
BestVersionMedia.com

Photos by Hyunah Jang, of Hyunah Jang Photography and Sangita Seshadri and Sesh Ramaswami

Celebrating the day with Sesh's parents

Their family continued to do community service as Dhruv was
growing up. He went to an Indian school similar to a Sunday
school, and through that, they would go to a homeless shelter
in the morning and make breakfasts and lunches. It was a nice
family activity and something Dhruv also valued greatly. It
showed him that it was possible to make a positive difference.
He continued to be involved in community service through
college. Dhruv is now attending grad school in Cleveland and
earning his PhD in biomedical engineering. He got his interest
in the medical side from his grandma and Sangita and the
engineering bent of mind from Sesh.
Sesh is passionate about flying. He obtained his Gliding Pilot
License in India during his undergraduate days. He continued
flying after he moved to the Bay Area. He was featured talking
about flying in a full-page recruitment advertisement for his
employer Advanced Micro Devices in the local Bay Area
newspaper. After earning his MBA, Sesh moved to Applied
Materials in a position that combined technology and business.
He is still with Applied Materials and enjoys travel for work
and pleasure. Sesh strongly believes that global travel and
meeting people from diverse backgrounds and cultures has
helped him broaden his perspective. In professional and
personal life, Sesh likes to mentor young engineers and youth.

Family, including Sangita’s parents
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Proud parents with their son, Dhruv

Sesh was encouraged to join Saratoga Rotary by Dave
Eshleman, a Saratoga resident, and joined Rotary in 2008.
Over the next few years, he discovered his passion for
international projects. He saw how the Rotary organizations
could really make a big difference. Over about three years, the
Saratoga Rotary and the Bangalore Rotary, where Sesh had
grown up, worked together on a water project at about 23
schools that impacted about 5,000 kids. The project involved
getting clean drinking water, building new bathrooms, and
providing sanitation in the poorer communities.
India became independent from Britain in 1947, and a lot of
the schools were built around then and in need of work. The
Rotary International aims to improve the overall health of kids
so they can come to a clean school and stay healthy. Called the
WaSH project, they focus on water, sanitation, and hygiene.
Rotary assesses the community needs, develops a plan, raises
the funds, executes the projects, and manages it for sustainability. With encouragement from Jit Kapur, a longtime member
of the club and mentor, Sesh got to witness the power of
partnership and work with Rotarians around the world, all for
a good cause, making sure the projects were successful.
Sangita continues to be interested in the medical industry.
After earning her PhD, she worked with Inhale Therapeutics.
There, she worked on inhaled insulin, the first drug of its kind,
and was part of the journey to launch it as a commercial drug.
Sangita continues to work for the pharmaceutical industry as
a consultant. Through Rotary, Sangita heard about a project
called Rotaplast.
Rotaplast is an organization started by a Rotarian who is a
plastic surgeon. Rotaplast goes all over the world to perform
cleft lip and cleft palate surgeries on children who need it but
cannot afford it. Some of these children have difficulty with
eating, drinking, or speaking properly, and are sometimes
shunned by their community. When the Saratoga Rotary was
going on a Rotaplast mission, Sangita contacted the Rotary
to see if she could join even though she was not yet part of
the club. Sangita had raised money before for the Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society by walking marathons and reached
Continued on next page...
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out to the community to
raise funds for Rotaplast.
Sangita went to Guatemala
with the Rotaplast mission
in 2014, and it was a lifechanging experience. She
saw kids whose lives were
truly transformed because of
the surgery and felt that her
life transformed as well. At
that moment, she knew she
wanted to continue with the
Rotary.

Sesh at one of WaSH projects, Bangalore, India

Sangita, Rotary Polio immunization in Nigeria

Sangita officially joined the
Saratoga Rotary in 2015 and is honored to be part of the
organization. She has now done six missions with Rotaplast.
Every place she goes is a new learning experience, and she
loves meeting the people who support the cause. All the
people involved are so selfless with their time and energy, and
Sangita continues to learn more and more.

needs pertaining to homelessness and youth education
through hands-on volunteering and monetary donations. The
Saratoga Rotary and community has become like a family,
and Sangita and Sesh have learned that everyone can make a
difference in the world.

Sangita grew up with supportive parents and grandparents
who emphasized the importance of education for women
even before this was common in India. They also supported
kids who didn’t have financial resources to attend school.
Sangita wanted to follow in their footsteps and began
looking for opportunities to mentor kids. In 2011, she joined
California Community Partners for Youth, an organization in
East San Jose that works with at-risk youth. It was an eyeopening experience, and Sangita found that most of the kids
were looking for a shoulder to lean on. She was happy to be
there for them, and recently one of her first mentees finished
his master’s degree in education. It was gratifying to witness
this transformation.

If you are interested in joining the Saratoga Rotary, please visit
saratogarotary.org.

The Rotary is so impactful because they don’t just build
something and walk away. Rather, they educate and train the
community about maintenance and sustainability. Anyone
interested can join the Rotary - the more people involved, the
better! Even a small group of people can make an amazing
impact at a local and international level.

Sesh and Sangita largely channel their passion for service
through the Rotary Club of Saratoga. The club works on
international and local projects. While participating in a
National Immunization Day for Polio in Nigeria, the local
Rotarians identified a rural school in need of refurbishment.
The club funded and successfully completed this project and
now are working on another school for children with special
needs. Members of the club have also done school projects
in Mexico and Tanzania. Rotarians are always finding creative
ways to get their impactful projects done successfully.
In addition to international projects, the club also works with
local high school youth. One example is a program called
the Enterprise Leadership Conference, where students get to
learn about business and entrepreneurship, as well as working
together in a team. Sesh participates as a mentor and trainer.
Sesh is now starting his term as the President of the Rotary
Club of Saratoga starting July 2020 and Sangita is the
President-elect for the year starting July 2021. They have
loved getting to know the community through the Rotary
and meeting so many caring people. Sesh’s parents moved to
Saratoga a few years ago and now live with Sesh and Sangita.
They have come to know and love the Rotarians as well.
Saratoga Rotary is actively working on addressing community
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We Are Not Alone
By Ann Ravel

When I was in high school, I was obsessed with Albert Camus,
especially The Stranger and its philosophy about the absurdity
of life, but also The Plague. I’ve noticed since the advent of
COVID-19 a lot of people have gone back to reading The
Plague to see if it has any lessons for us during this difficult time.
So I’ve done the same.
As we are all experiencing social isolation, not just social distancing, I’ve spent quite a bit of time thinking about community and
what it means and how this continued social isolation is going to
impact our sense of community and our connections to others.
The Fourth of July was a demonstration of the change we have
been experiencing. As mixed as the founding of this country
has been for some people, the holiday has always been one
where there were parades, picnics, and gatherings with family
and friends, topped off for my family with a hike to the top
of burro hill (near Testarossa Winery, now) to watch fireworks
along the bay.

It’s about decency. It may seem a ridiculous idea, but the only
way to fight the plague is with decency.”

Not this year. Instead it was just another day. But it was a
stark reminder that how our lives might continue to change
completely after the pandemic.

There are many ways that we can help each other in our
communities. An initiative started by Governor Newsom after
COVID is California Volunteers #Californians for All. This
initiative connects Californians of any age with safe volunteer
opportunities. Many opportunities are either to donate to or
work in food banks, because food insecurity is an increasing
problem as unemployment rises in this valley. But people can
choose what sorts of activities they want to do to help their
neighbors. As First Partner Jennifer Siebel Newsom said:
“Californians across the state have been rising up to meet
this moment and created a culture of me to WE.” Interested
volunteers can visit CaliforniansForAll.ca.gov

The Plague provides an interesting perspective of what we
are going through. Quarantine was imposed, and the gates to
the city were closed, cutting people off from one another. But
Camus observed that instead it meant that all people were in
the same boat: “a feeling normally as individual as the ache of
separation from those one loves suddenly becomes a feeling
on which all shared alike” and along with fear, becomes the
“greatest affliction of the long period of exile that lay ahead”.
Ultimately, Camus understood that what we need in this
circumstance is to love our fellow humans and to work to help
those who are suffering. “This whole thing is not about heroism.

And this is essentially what community is. It’s knowing that our
actions and lives are bound up with others, that the health of
our society requires that we promote the good of others, and
that we have compassion for and understanding of one another’s
differences.

Community is empowering. So we will come out of this
stronger.

Reed Animal Hospital
S A RATOGA, CA

12840 Saratoga Sunnyvale Road
Ste. 600, Saratoga, CA 95070
408-647-2906
Monday – Friday: 8:00 AM – 7:00 PM
Saturday & Sunday: 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM

OUR GOAL Here at Reed Animal Hospital, our goal is to help you and your pets
enjoy healthy, fulfilling lives together!

Our extraordinary team of veterinarians, technicians, and receptionists are prepared
to help you with a wide range of services, including a large array of surgical
procedures. In addition, we work closely with our sister facility, Dr. Dave’s Daycare,
Boarding and Grooming, to offer all the services your pet needs under one “woof!”
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Reed Animal Hospital
CA M PBELL, CA

1657 S Bascom Ave, Campbell, CA 95008
408-369-1788 • 408-369-1850 (Fax)
Monday – Friday: 8:00 AM – 7:00 PM
Saturday & Sunday: 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM

www.reedanimalhospital.com
www.drdavesboardinggrooming.com
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Staying Connected, Staying Safe
By Theresa White, Activities Director at Palm Villas

support to one another.

Covid-19 has turned the world as we know
it upside down. Our everyday lives are in
a whirlwind of change. Restrictions and
precautions are our new normal. As we are all
learning to navigate through all the changes
we have encountered over the past months,
our dependency on technology has increased
tremendously. Applications like Facetime, Skype, and Zoom have
become a normal part of everyday life. While that may have been
true prior to Covid-19 for many people, these applications are now
used by much of our population who didn’t even know what those
words meant six months ago.

Activities and entertainment provided by outside parties have
also been affected by the ongoing visiting restrictions. However
these technologies have presented an opportunity to explore
new ways to entertain the residents. Many entertainers have used
YouTube to prepare sing along sessions and some are offering live
performances via Zoom. As time has gone by and the realization
that our lives will be different for longer than we anticipated we are
learning to embrace these opportunities to entertain our residents.

Residents in care facilities depend on visits from friends and family.
Unfortunately, that is not always the case as many residents do not
receive many, consistent or even any visitors at all. These visits are
so very important because it gives them something to look forward
to, keeps them connected to the outside world and can most
certainly help keep their mental state positive and cheerful.
Families who have a loved one living with Dementia are already
living in a world that is confusing and filled with daily uncertainties.
There are compounded difficulties for people who no longer have
the ability to reason and understand simple situations, let alone
something as life altering as Covid-19. Although there may be no
verbal statements from a resident about where their loved ones
are or why they are no longer visiting their general behavior may
change in such a way that it becomes obvious that they are sad or
unhappy.

Virtual visiting is absolutely not the same as having loved ones
come to holiday events and partake of all the fun along with us
but, for the time being, these technologies are a valuable tool
in maintaining joy and achieving as normal an environment as
possible.
We live in an inventive society that has been presented with
a challenge that hasn’t just affected a certain segment of our
population. It has in essence affected every person on our planet.
It is another example of how we are all connected – in small ways
and in big ways. No matter what our personal circumstance may
be we are finding ways to reach out to each other and remain
connected until we can return to the touch of a hand and a warm
and heartfelt hug.

For more information, visit us anytime at: PalmVillasFamily.com
or call one of our two locations: 3333 S. Bascom Ave., Campbell
(408) 559-8301 or 1931 Woodside Rd., Redwood City (650) 3693197

With the new restrictions on visitation, facilities have been quick to
incorporate the technologies that make it possible for loved ones
to keep in touch with residents. This has enabled loved ones to see
for themselves how their loved one is doing and helps to relieve
some of the stress involved during this time of physical separation.
For people with Dementia, whether they are verbal or not, hearing
their loved ones’ voices and seeing them on the screen of an iPad
is comforting and reassuring. Even residents with severe limitations seem to respond to the voices of those they love.
Many residents have been quick to adapt to this new way of
visiting. Residents who are able to converse with others enjoy a
video visit as much as they enjoy an in person visit. The residents
are able to stay connected to loved ones and know what is going
on in their lives. They have had the opportunity to meet their new
grandchildren and great grandchildren thanks to this technology.
They have celebrated birthdays and graduations. Although they
don’t understand the “Why” for visiting this new way, they are
accepting of it. Their response has been a good lesson for those
of us who do know the “Why.”
Support groups are an important component in residential care. It
is important to a loved one’s well-being to be connected to people
who share their common circumstance. Zoom meetings have
enabled loved ones to continue to maintain a forum where they
are able to express their feelings, vent their frustrations and offer
8		
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Palm Villas
~ A Memory Care Family ~

Palm Villas is a state-of-art family owned and operated full service Memory Care Community.
The Sneper family and our wonderful staff have devoted our lives to helping support and care for
seniors that are afflicted Alzheimer’s / Dementia and related disease. Our communities provide
our beloved seniors with maximum independence in a comfortable home-like living environment.

Our services include:

Specialized Alzheimer’s and Dementia care
Qualified staff vetted with Department of Justice
and FBI clearance
Providing a care team who is trained in the latest
techniques to deal with the challenges of caring
for those with memory impairments
Medications issued with licensed nurses
oversight
Emphasis on appropriate medication reduction
to promote physical activity and engagement
Optimizing functional independence through all
stages of memory loss
Continuum of care services: including companion
and hospice care by interdisciplinary teams,
to allow residents to age in-place and reduce
traumatic changes in surroundings
Robust activities and enrichment programs
focused on maintaining residents’ physical and
emotional wellbeing through engagement and
participation
Open, landscaped environment with secured
perimeter for safety
Pet friendly communities
High quality gourmet meals and nutritious
snacks available throughout the day
Our rate structure is all-inclusive, meaning no
point system/no add-ons

After what seemed like a never ending search for a perfect
facility for Mom, we found Palm Villas. Our Mom had
special requests and Gary agreed immediately saying,
“We can do that.”
When she entered Palm Villas, she was an elderly frustrated
woman just waiting for her life to end. In less than 6
months, our Mom was a new person, enjoying life and
looking forward to each new day. A special thanks to Garry
and Michael for helping to make the transition from the
family home our mother lived in for over 60 years to her
new home. We thank Lu for all the activities he provided
which gave her many hours of joy and happiness.
The Harter Family

Please call us direct or
visit us anytime at:

PALMVILLASFAMILY.COM

Come visit us at either of our locations!
3333 S. Bascom Ave. | Campbell

1931 Woodside Rd. | Redwood City

(408) 559-8301

(650) 369-3197
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Cystic Fibrosis Research, Inc. (CFRI) –
A Lifeline for the CF Community
By Siri Vaeth, MSW, Executive Director, CFRI

My entrance to the world of cystic fibrosis (CF) came in 1995,
when my beautiful daughter, Tess, was diagnosed with this
progressive and fatal disease. At that time, cystic fibrosis was
not included in California’s newborn screening panel, and the
painful news came after months of invasive tests at Stanford to
determine why she was severely underweight and in chronic pain.
That day, my life was changed forever.
Prior to Tess’ diagnosis, I knew very little about cystic fibrosis,
the most common fatal genetic disease in the United States.
While improved treatments have increased the predicted age
of survival for those with CF, there is no cure. Thick, sticky
secretions impede the body’s ability to clear bacteria from the
airways, leading to chronic infections that damage lung tissue and
lead to respiratory failure. Other complications include fatigue,
sinusitis, diabetes, early osteoporosis, liver cirrhosis and male
infertility. For those with advanced lung disease, a double lung
transplant may be the only life-prolonging option. Last year, the
median age of death was only 30 years.
There is a tremendous learning curve to master the necessary
daily CF medical regimen. Cystic fibrosis is a largely invisible
condition; to look at my daughter and others with CF, you would
likely never perceive their constant battle – with a staggering
daily medical regimen – to slow a degenerative disease. Imagine
spending hours each day breathing aerosolized medications
while strapped into a mechanical shaking vest to help you cough
up mucus trapped in your lungs. Consider taking a handful of
capsules every time you eat in order to digest your food. With
a minimum of two daily hours of respiratory therapy, 50 pills,
diabetes management, equipment sterilization, and frequent
home IVs, my daughter and her CF peers spend over 1,000 hours
per year managing their disease – a part-time job!

whose children were not expected to reach their teen years.
Initially formed to fund research, CFRI now offers a wide
range of programs and services to our local and national CF
community. Our educational programs – newsletters, conference,
HEALTH
INSURANCE

LONG TERM
CARE INSURANCE

MEDICARE
INSURANCE

Personal Insurance Options Built
to Meet Your Individual Needs

After Tess’ diagnosis, I coped by seeking information to help my
daughter maintain her health and empower me to be her strongest advocate. I attended a conference hosted by Cystic Fibrosis
Research, Incorporated (CFRI) that provided critical information
from CF medical experts and connection with others walking the
CF path. CFRI provided me with the tools to help my daughter,
as well as a supportive community that enhanced my coping
skills. I was hooked, beginning as a volunteer, then joining the
Board of Directors, ultimately joining the staff in 2013. It has
been an honor to be a part of CFRI’s expansion through the
years, to meet the diverse needs of our CF community.
CFRI was founded in 1975, by a group of Peninsula parents

As the saying goes, “it takes a
village,” and we cannot achieve our
goals without the efforts of many.
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GROWING
2 SHINE!

Growing food & community together…
By Rebecca Jepsen
An apple a day, well you know….. Hopefully you are growing your
own apples at home – they grow well here in the Bay Area. They are
great for eating fresh, making juice and/or applesauce for the kids
and, of course, for pies! Many varieties are affected by a disorder
called bitter pit, caused by low levels of calcium in the fruit. If you
going to plant a new tree, try Jonagold, Gala, Golden Delicious or
Winesap which have been known to be resistant to bitter pit.

Fava Beans
podcasts – keep people informed, while our psychosocial
support programs address the depression and anxiety that
are escalated for those living with CF. Due to extreme crossinfection risks, those with CF cannot be together – physical
distancing, and the isolation it provokes, have long been a
reality for our community. We offer counseling support,
Mindfulness classes, support groups, Yoga, and more, as
improved mental health translates to better physical health.
CFRI is also very involved with advocacy and awareness
activities. With only 30,000 individuals living with CF in
the nation, it is critical that we raise our voices to support
research for a cure, while encouraging the FDA to fasttrack new CF therapies through the review process. As a
testament to the impact of our efforts, the FDA recently
approved a new combination drug therapy that addresses
the defect in the CFTR protein that causes CF. Sadly, not
all with CF can use this drug, and it is not a cure. We still
remain focused on hope for the future.COVID-19 has raised
fears for our community, due to its devastating respiratory
impacts. We are fortunate that the infection-control
measures recently put in place for the general public have
been our “norm” for many years. Nonetheless, COVID-19
has raised many issues that impact our community, including
medical rationing, state licensing for telehealth visits, early
and extended prescription refills, and the need for extended
leave for the parents of those with cystic fibrosis. Through
this challenging time, CFRI has been at the forefront
of efforts to help our community members survive the
pandemic.
CFRI has many opportunities for volunteer participation
and support. We welcome readers to visit our website
at  www.cfri.org to contact us. As the saying goes, “it takes
a village,” and we cannot achieve our goals without the
efforts of many. Until there is a cure, CFRI will remain the
cystic fibrosis community’s partner in living.
Saratoga Spotlight | August 2020

If you only grow 1 cool season veggie – make it
a fava bean. They are fun to grow with the kids
because they sprout so quickly (in just a week or
two) and they are really cool plants to look at.
Some varieties can get 7 feet tall! They are great
for your soil because they are “nitrogen fixers”,
they attract pollinators, and they taste great too! Try
them in pasta, soups, sautéed, mashed, or even raw. They
are a great source of lean protein, and offer a high concentration of
thiamin, copper, selenium, potassium, magnesium, and vitamins K
and B6 – what’s not to love!?

What to Plant in August
Key: • Seed | • Transplant | • Bareroot
• arugula		 • Brussels sprouts
•• fava bean
• Asian greens		
•• cabbage		 • leeks
• beets			
• chayote		 • peas
• broccoli		 • cilantro
Local nurseries should have a good supply of most of these.

Ready to Harvest Now
almonds ~ apples ~ corn ~ grapes ~ green beans ~ nectarines
okra ~ pears ~ peas ~ peaches ~ raspberries ~ tomatoes

Green Tip of the Month
Remember – don’t pre-rinse your dishes before you put them in the
dishwasher. According to Consumer Reports, pre-rinsing can waste
6,000 gallons of water per year per
household!
If you have a question or comment,
I’d love to hear from you...
Rebecca Jepsen, 408-357-3990,
rjepsen@ggsir.com
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Everyone is Wrong
By Victor Adint

In my profession, I have to have an opinion,
and I always do. However, when asked,
I like to say “I am wrong; everyone is
wrong.” Now, more than most any other
time, we simply do not know what the
future might look like over the next couple years. Any opinion
about the economy or market can only be right through pure
luck. Knowing this can help us avoid costly mistakes based on
overconfidence in opinion, ours or others, and can allow us to
not be so attached to the sometimes toxic news cycle.
Focus on what we know and trust in discipline
There is not much we can do to protect ourselves from the
darkest of possibilities and, therefore, it serves no real purpose
to spend time there in our minds. We do know that our country,
our people, have overcome great difficulties in the past with
amazing resilience. I think we can have some confidence in our
ingenuity, our science, and our persistence.
There is a reasonable likelihood that we will have an effective
treatment and/or vaccine and that this situation is transitory.
This together with the actions taken by the government and
the Fed to lessen the blow to the economy and to support the

bond markets have lessened the likelihood of another “Great
Depression.”
The hyperbole is intoxicating
This a great time for narcissistic pundits and pseudo intellectuals
to predict the extreme. The media loves them because they
generate eyeballs and clicks; these pundits win no matter what
because if they are right, they are a genius, if they are wrong, no
one remembers what they said. The media is toxic and polarized.
I recommend not being attached to the news cycle and when
consuming news, that we bias sources that are as independent
as possible. I personally find the Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg,
and the Associated Press to be more balanced and appropriate
for consumption. Confirmation bias is the enemy of good
decisions and healthy news consumption.
There is a freedom, even a comfort, in accepting we can be
wrong
If we can accept what we do not know, focus on what we do
know and maintain investment discipline, we can relax more into
our present reality, make better decisions, react less, and be more
present to those we love.
Yes, we need to make decisions based on assessments of
probability and we need to try to understand more deeply this

Sunday, August 23 at 6:00 p.m.
cancercarepoint.org/gardenparty

Join us at the transplanted virtual Garden Party and support
The Next Decade of CARE through:
Sponsorship • Silent Auction • Raffle
Make a Difference Donations
For more information about sponsorships or additional ways to support, please
contact Ariane Chapple at ariane@cancercarepoint.org or 408.402.6285.
2505 Samaritan Dr., Bldg. 400, Suite 402, San Jose, CA 95124
408.402.6611 • cancercarepoint.org
With appreciation to Victor Adint for sponsoring this ad space for Cancer CAREpoint
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changing world. But if we accept that we
and others are likely wrong when forecasting
the market and economy, and we spend less
energy defending our opinion, we are more
likely open to new information. We can pivot
more quickly, and change course in more
rational and less reactive ways.
If we stop trying to predict and focus on
having a disciplined investment strategy, one
that we can ride out a difficult market with
given our goals, we can pull ourselves out
of the reaction, fear and greed cycle. We can
make better decisions and focus on what really
matters.

Victor is a Wealth Advisor with Raymond
James Financial Services, Inc. Member
FINRA/SIPC specializing in working with
executives and business owners. His Branch is
located at 229 W. Main St, Suite 1, Los Gatos
CA 95030, 408-402-3059.
The opinions in this newsletter are those
of the author and not necessarily those of
Raymond James. Raymond James does not
offer tax or legal services. You should discuss
any tax or legal matters with the appropriate
professional.
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Mayor’s Corner

By Howard Miller, Mayor of Saratoga
In July, Manny Cappello resigned from the City Council to
focus on his new position at West Valley College. I have
had the pleasure to work closely with Manny Cappello for
over 20 years. His passion for service and his commitment
to the community helped positively shape Saratoga for years to come. I was
saddened to have to say farewell, but also excited to see how Manny will
continue to serve our community in his role as Associate Vice Chancellor of
Governmental Relations and Public Communications for the West ValleyMission Community College School District.
Manny was appointed to the City Council in 2010 to complete the two
remaining years of Council Member Susie Nagpal’s first term, who
unfortunately passed away. He was then elected to four-year terms on the
Council in 2012 and 2016. He served as Mayor in 2016 and 2019. During his
years on the Council, he served as the Santa Clara County Cities Association
President and the West Valley Sanitation District Board of Directors Chair.
Prior to joining the City Council, he served on the Saratoga Planning
Commission from 2005 to 2010. Manny was also a long-time Board Member
for the American Youth Soccer Organization and a community volunteer.
Collaboration is one cornerstone of Manny’s leadership. He recognizes
and empowers other people to bring their best to the table, partnering with
worthwhile organizations to make a difference. Manny worked with Saratoga’s
Ministerial Association to organize the very first Celebration of Light, an event
that celebrates the diversity in our community every holiday season. During
his time as Mayor, Manny was able to cut the ribbon for a
new park at the corner of Quito Road and Pollard Road. The
name, Friendship Park, honors all immigrants who worked
on and owned fruit orchards in Saratoga. This exemplifies
one of Manny’s defining values—inclusivity. He believes that
in order to successfully work together, we must also celebrate
what makes each of us unique.
Manny believes that in order to rise, you must first lift others
up. His passion for advocacy and inclusivity speaks to the
integrity of his character. One of his accomplishments that
I admire most is his work to improve the quality of life for
seniors in Saratoga. He has worked closely with the Saratoga
Area Senior Coordinating Council to create Saratoga’s
Age Friendly Action Plan—a roadmap to ensure Saratoga
remains a great place for residents of all ages. Thanks
to Manny’s leadership, Saratoga is now a designated Age
Friendly community by the World Health Organization. He
supported our neighboring Cities in doing the same, which
led to Santa Clara County becoming the first County in
California with every City within the County and the County
itself having the Age Friendly designation. Manny also
worked to assist West Valley College with becoming the first
community college in the world to be a designated an Age
Friendly University.
Thank you for your service, Manny. You will be missed, but
your contributions to Saratoga will last forever. Along with
the other Council Members and the rest of the City staff, I
wish you all the best in the next chapter of your life and we
know you will thrive in this role based on your values and
accomplishments thus far.
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Cancer CAREpoint Online Garden Party!
By Erin O’Toole, Director of Development and Marketing
What does one do when a global pandemic threatens to “cancel”
one of the biggest fundraising and social events of the summer?
If you are Cancer CAREpoint’s passionate volunteer committee,
you figure out a way to make it happen. The Garden Party is the
main fundraiser for Cancer CAREpoint, a locally-founded cancer
support organization. Cancer CAREpoint provides a broad
range of services at no cost to support those touched by cancer,
including counseling, nutrition and exercise classes, and a variety
of programs supporting physical and emotional well-being.
For the last three years, Cancer CAREpoint has raised a record
$1 million each year at the party with over 400 attendees. This
year the committee, led by Co-chairs Sandi Frazer and Erin
Baxter, *transplanted* the party from where it was planned at
the beautiful Saratoga home of John & Melinda DiNapoli to an
online event at www.cancercarepointlive.com.
The good news: everyone is invited to attend this year’s event at
no cost. This has traditionally been a private, sold-out party, not
to mention one of the best parties of the year!
The committee has created an impressive, interactive virtual
event, replete with silent and live(ly) auctions. Cancer CAREpoint
co-founder Gay Crawford hints that there will be some surprises
and fun for sponsors and attendees at the transplanted Garden
Party.
To bring a little taste of past events home, Garden Party
sponsors will receive “Secret Garden Baskets,” filled with all they
need to host a private viewing party with Hi-Five Catering and
Joseph George wines, and some “secret” surprises. Cancer
CAREpoint and the Garden Party Committee hope all virtual
guests will sport their summer best with their own specialty
CARE cocktail in hand while tuning in and bidding up a storm
on over 100 auction items. One lucky bidder will be packing their
bags for a five-day ocean view suite at the Four Seasons in Maui.
Funds raised at the Garden Party will help grow the Next Decade
of CARE for the over 10,000 Silicon Valley residents living
with and living beyond cancer and their care networks. Cancer
CAREpoint ensures no one has to go through cancer alone. As a
Cancer CAREpoint client and cancer survivor, shares:

“When I first came to Cancer CAREpoint, I was dying of cancer.
Or so I thought, until I attended my first Metastatic Cancer
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Support Group where I met fellow sojourners and an excellent
counselor. All in one session, I was transformed from dying of
cancer to living with cancer.”
Sponsorships are still available, and to attend the party, at no
charge, visit cancercarepoint.org/gardenparty. Circle August
23 on your calendar and tune in at 6:00 to join the party. Your
participation will make a difference in the lives of thousands of
families in your community touched by cancer.

2505 Samaritan Dr., Bldg. 400, Suite 402, San Jose, CA 95124
408.402.6611 • cancercarepoint.org

Student Counseling for College
Admissions and Beyond
Campus Pathway’s principle,
Jeffrey Morrison, utilizes 40 years
of Silicon Valley experience to
guide serious students to envision
the life they want and then identify
and win acceptance to the best
colleges that fulfill that vision.

408-973-7228

19925 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Suite 100, Cupertino, CA 95014
jmorrison@campuspathway.com

BestVersionMedia.com
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Medicare and Working After 65
By Lucille Maravilla

Silicon Valley has one of the most talented
and educated populations in the country. For
many years it’s been the norm to retire at 65,
maybe collect Social Security, or at least tap
into retirement savings like a 401k. So much
of popular thinking suggests that at 65 we get
tired of working and it’s time to slow down.
However, with the influence of Silicon Valley’s high tech culture,
many are choosing to continue working. Many people like the
intellectual challenge of their work or their company values a
particular skill set not available with less experienced employees.

health insurance, you should enroll in Medicare Part B when you
turn 65. The reason for this is that Medicare is considered the
main or primary coverage for health. The group health insurance
is secondary. For example, if you are hospitalized, Medicare
would be billed first and the group health insurance would then
fill in the gaps. Most insurance companies would refuse to pay for
services until Medicare has been billed.

So what do you need to know if you plan on working past 65?
One, it’s important to understand your options for health insurance coverage. Second, there are rules regarding who needs to
enroll in Medicare Part B and when they must enroll.

If you work for a company with 20 or more employees that
offers group health insurance, you do not have to enroll in Medicare Part B. The group health insurance will continue to provide
coverage as long as you are employed. You do have the option
of enrolling in Medicare Part B and getting additional Medicare
coverage like a Medicare supplement and drug plan or a Medicare Advantage plan. If you decide to do this, compare costs and
coverage. Some employers are willing to pay for your Medicare
coverage. An experienced Medicare agent can provide an analysis
which includes plan cost comparisons and drug formulary review.

Most working people have group insurance through their job.
Your group health insurance plan should provide “credible
coverage.” You should receive an annual letter confirming this. It
means that your coverage meets certain standards. Consult with
an experienced Medicare agent to determine if your group health
insurance plan meets this criteria. A plan that is not credible can
create problems regarding future Medicare eligibility and fines.

In these uncertain times, it’s probably a good idea to consider
your options even as you continue to work. An unexpected lay
off or company going out of business can create unexpected
consequences. Have you considered how these changes might
affect your life plans and your Medicare decisions. Your Medicare agent can create scenarios with different time lines as well as
costs. No one can predict the future but you can prepare for it.

The number of employees working at a company can affect
when and how to enroll in Medicare Part B. If you work for a
company that has less than 20 full time employees, and it offers

Lucille Maravilla | Independent Agent | Lic. 0D80557
Cell 408 205-4621| Office and Fax 408265-0843
www.lucilleinsurance.com

This magazine is produced through the generous sponsorship of the local businesses listed below.
They believe in community, so please look to them first when you have a need for their type of services.
LOS GATOS AUDIOLOGY 408-357-2730
www.losgatosaudiology.com
Dr. Christine Throm. Au.D. - I believe in the idea of
always expanding and always developing. That’s what
motivated me to start Los Gatos Audiology and Hearing
Aid Center – helping people to hear better, improving
their communication, and improving their lifestyle. For
over 20 years, I’ve built my career in the South Bay, most recently at the
Ear Nose and throat of Los Gatos. I’ve always dreamed of expanding
into my own private practice to serve the needs of local residents in the
city where I live. In 2008, I earned my Doctoral degree in Audiology from
Arizona School of Health Sciences, and in November 2013, my dream
arrived when I hung out my own sign here in downtown Los Gatos. We
would love to meet you at Los Gatos Audiology and Hearing Aid Center!
Please contact us at 408-357-2730.
REED ANIMAL HOSPITAL 12840 Saratoga Sunnyvale Rd., Saratoga
reedanimalhospital.com • 408-647-2906
OPEN MORTGAGE 2504 Lansford Ave, San Jose, CA 95125
marilynbrownross.openmortgage.com • 408-722-0010
Fax: 408-448-2652

RIGUERRA DESIGN 408-831-0888
www.RiguerraDesign.com
Liza Riguerra is a former technology professional
turned award-winning designer. A self-described “leftbrained, right-brainer,” Liza combines a creative eye
for design with her unique analytical ability. The result
is luxurious homes for her clients that look amazing
and feel great. Her designs are elegant and classic, yet comfortable.
Her services include fine furnishing, full home remodeling, and custom
home design. Before launching Riguerra Design, she worked for 13 years
in high technology. She holds a degree in Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science from UC Berkeley.
VICTOR ADINT, CFP®, BERKELEY MBA
Victor is a Wealth Advisor with Raymond James
Financial Services, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC
specializing in working with executives and business
owners. His Branch is located at 229 W. Main Street,
Suite 1, Los Gatos CA 95030, 408-402-3059. Investment
advisory services are offered through Raymond James
Financial Services Advisors, Inc.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
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Finally, a device that lets you hear
in noisy environments
The New
Oticon Opn S™

Christine Throm, Au.D.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE
HEARING EVALUATION

(408) 357-2730
“New technology balances all the sounds around you
– not just the ones directly in front of you”
Los Gatos Audiology 15899 Los Gatos-Almaden Rd. Ste. 8, Los Gatos, CA 95032

losgatosaudiology.com

FREE Reverse Mortgage Analysis
Discover if a reverse mortgage is right for you. Call Marilyn Brown Ross today for a no cost,
no obligation analysis and a free, Get the Facts Educational packet on Reverse Mortgages.

ENJOY RETIREMENT ON YOUR TERMS!

Use a FHA insured, “Tax Free” Reverse Mortgage to:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Eliminate current mortgage
Programs available
Purchase a new home
to persons 62 and
Supplement retirement income
older and YOU
Pay medical bills
retain ownership
Travel
of your home!
Or for any other need you may have

“I work with Realtors, elder care advisors, CPAs, financial
planners and anyone in the Eldercare world. I would love
to meet with any advisors helping seniors to remain in
their home and attain freedom from financial worries.”

Serving The Entire Bay Area And Beyond

MARILYN BROWN ROSS

Reverse Mortgage Specialist & Branch Manager

408.722.0010

Email: MarilynRoss@OpenMtg.com
OpenMortgage.com/lo/marilyn-brown-ross

Where Better Is Possible ®

NMLS# 453436

